Introduction {#s0005}
============

In solid tumors, development of deadly metastases starts when cells of the primary tumor gain the ability to spread to other organs [@bb0005]. So far, we are unable to predict which clones within individual primary tumor possess this capability; thus, analysis of cancer cells which passed through the selected stages of metastatic cascade broadens our knowledge of cancer dissemination. Not surprisingly, data suggest that relying on primary tumor characteristics may be insufficient in predicting patients outcome and responsiveness to the therapy [@bb0005], [@bb0010]. Therefore, not only characterization of primary tumor but also cells which disseminated are necessary to obtain more informative picture of the disease [@bb0010]. Distant metastases however are not routinely tested, limiting our understanding of successful metastatic clones. Alternatively, information can be gained for regional lymphatic metastases, which are removed during curative surgery. Additionally, circulating tumor cells (CTCs), which exemplify malignant cells able to detach from the primary tumor PT and enter circulation, are easily obtained from just few milliliters of venous blood [@bb0015]. Presence of CTCs is connected with poorer prognosis [@bb0020], [@bb0025], [@bb0030]. Although majority of methods detect cells with epithelial markers [@bb0035], new data indicate that CTCs undergoing epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) lose epithelial and gain mesenchymal markers [@bb0040], [@bb0045], which also confer poorer prognosis of metastatic breast cancer patients [@bb0050]. The exact reasons for this increased aggressiveness are not yet clear; one of the explanations is linked with stem cell properties of mesenchymal phenotype. Cancer stem cells (CSCs) possess the ability of self-renewal and to generate heterogeneous lineages of cancer cells and are characterized by multiple markers like CD44+/CD24− [@bb0055], ALDH1, CD133, OCT4, and NANOG [@bb0060], [@bb0065]. CD44 is a hyaluronic acid receptor interacting with tumor stroma [@bb0070]; it has been shown to be upregulated in cells with stem cells properties [@bb0075], [@bb0080], also manifesting EMT phenotype [@bb0075]. Another marker found to be upregulated in breast cells with progenitor/stem cells properties is aldehyde dehydrogenase ALDH1 [@bb0085], [@bb0090] involved in converting retinol to retinoic acid [@bb0095]. It is expressed in breast cancers presenting with worse clinicopathological characteristics, and it confers poor prognosis to patients [@bb0085]. CD133, also known as prominin 1, is a transmembrane protein of not yet known function, associated with progenitor/stem properties, high tumor grade, and lymph node involvement in breast cancer patients [@bb0100]. NANOG is a transcription factor found to promote tumorigenesis and metastasis by enhancing growth and invasion of human breast cancer cells [@bb0105]. OCT-4 is essential for maintenance of self-renewal in embryonic stem cells, and it is expressed in human breast cancer stem-like cells [@bb0110]. NANOG and OCT-4 induce the expression of each other [@bb0115]. In lung adenocarcinoma cell line, double knockdown of NANOG and OCT-4 reverses EMT; in breast cancer, NANOG and OCT-4 promote EMT [@bb0120], [@bb0125].

Previously, we have shown that loss of E-cadherin in nonlobular primary breast tumors is related to hematogenous and lymphatic dissemination [@bb0130]. CTCs seeded from PT with E-cadherin loss showed mesenchymal characteristics more frequently, confirming invasive nature of cancer cells with mesenchymal phenotype. Since loss of E-cadherin (in nonlobular cancers) might point to EMT activation, which in turn might induce stem cell-like profile [@bb0075], [@bb0135], [@bb0140], we asked whether mesenchymal phenotype is also linked with expression of CSCs markers in breast cancer clinical samples comprising different stages of metastatic cascade---primary tumors, lymph node metastases, and circulating tumor cells. We aimed at assessing levels of expression and heterogeneity of CSCs markers in breast cancer CTCs, PT, and LNM, also in matched subset of samples.

Materials and Methods {#s0010}
=====================

Primary tumors of nonlobular histological type (*N*=107), lymph node metastases (*N*=56), and CTCs-enriched blood samples (*n*=85) from 107 breast cancer patients (stage I-III) treated in the Medical University Hospital in Gdansk were investigated. Median age of the patients was 61 years (28-86 years); clinical characteristics of the group are presented in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Informed consent was collected from all participants included in the study, and the agreement to perform the study was given by the Bioethical Committee of the Medical University of Gdansk. General schematics presenting types, total number of samples, and the number of matched samples in each group are depicted in [Additional file 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S1.

Gene Expression Analysis in CTCs {#s0015}
--------------------------------

Peripheral blood samples for CTCs enrichment were collected prior to surgery and only from neoadjuvant chemotherapy-naive patients. Blood samples were enriched for CTCs by density gradient centrifugation and negative immunomagnetic selection with anti-CD45--covered magnetic particles (CD45 Dynabeads, Invitrogen). RNA was isolated from CTCs-enriched blood fractions using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen). Expression of cytokeratin 19 (*CK19*), mammaglobin-1 (*MGB1*), vimentin (*VIM*), and *HER2* was analyzed by qPCR (CFX96 cycler, Bio-Rad) using commercially available TaqMan probes and Universal PCR Mastermix (Applied Biosystems). qPCRs were performed in duplicates on 96-well plates in the following conditions: 2 minutes at 50°C, 10 minutes at 95°C, and 45 cycles of 1 minute at 60°C and 15 seconds at 95°C. Results were analyzed in a relative manner using modified ΔΔCt approach in qBase software (Biogazelle). Samples were classified as CTCs positive when at least one of mammary epithelial transcripts (*HER2* or *MGB1*) and one of the epithelial/mesenchymal markers (*CK19* or *VIM*) were detected [@bb0145]. For example, presence of epithelial CTCs was called when the sample was *CK19+/VIM*− and at least one of *MGB1* or *HER2* was detected, whereas mesenchymal CTCs were called when sample was *CK19*−*/VIM+* and at least one of *MGB1* or *HER2* was detected. Samples in which CTCs markers were detected are for short referred to as CTCs. Detailed description of the methods is available in Markiewicz et al. [@bb0145].Table 1Clinicopathological Characteristics of the Study GroupTable 1VariableNumber of cases%**Age** \<50 years2826.2 ≥50 years7973.8**Tumor stage** T14743.9 T25450.5 T332.8 T421.9 Missing data10.9**Tumor grade** G11413.1 G25349.5 G34037.4 Missing data00.0**N stage** N−5147.7 N+5652.3 Missing data00.0**ER status** Positive2523.4 Negative8276.6 Missing data00.0**PR status** Positive2927.1 Negative7872.9 Missing data00.0**HER2 status** Positive7671.0 Negative2927.1 Missing data21.9

Due to low amount of RNA isolated from CTCs-enriched blood samples, gene expression analysis of stem cell markers was performed after optimized targeted cDNA preamplification. Briefly, cDNA (1 μl) was diluted and mixed with TaqMan PreAmp Master Mix 2× (Applied Biosystems) and pooled TaqMan Assays to preamplify genes of interest, including *ALDH1* (Hs00946916_m1), *CD44* (Hs01075862_m1), *OCT-4* (also known as POU5F1, Hs00999632_g1), *NANOG* (Hs02387400_g1), *CD133* (also known as PROM1, Hs01009250_m1), and two reference genes: *GAPDH* (Hs99999905_m1) and *YWHAZ* (Hs03044281_g1). Preamplification PCRs were performed in Mastercycler gradient thermal cycler (Eppendorf) using the following protocol: 95°C 10 minutes and 10 cycles of 15 seconds at 95°C then 4 minutes at 60°C. Lack of preamplification bias was checked by comparing expression of the genes of interest in nonpreamplified and preamplified control cDNA samples. qPCR cycling parameters were the same as for nonpreamplified samples.

Protein Levels in Tissue Microarrays {#s0020}
------------------------------------

Tissue microarrays (TMAs) were prepared by sampling up to five nonadjacent tissue cores of 1-mm diameter from each formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded PT and LNM. Serial sections were analyzed by manual immunohistochemical staining with commercially available antibodies against ALDH1 (ALDH1 clone 44, BD Biosciences), CD44 (DF1485, Dako), CD133 (AC133, Miltenyi Biotech), NANOG (NBP104320, Sti), and OCT4 (MRQ-10, Roche). Appropriate secondary antibodies were used for each primary antibody; detection system was based on activity of horseradish peroxidase (Novolink Max-Polymer Detection System, Novocastra). Percentage of stained cells in each tissue core was evaluated by qualified pathologist (J.S, H.M). The staining characteristics were as follows: ALDH1, cytoplasm; CD133, membrane/cytoplasm; CD44, membrane; and NANOG and OCT-4, nucleus/cytoplasm staining. Exemplary staining of CSCs markers in PT and matched LNM is shown in [Additional file 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S2. Heterogeneity of expression within each PT or LNM sample was assessed by calculating Gini Index (GI) [@bb0150], taking as input values percentage of positive cells in each of the TMA core. GI describes diversity of marker expression across a sample and ranges from 0 (no diversity) to 1 (maximal possible diversity). Expression of a marker in at least 10% of tumor cells in TMA core was the chosen positivity criterion; if less than 10% of cells were positive in all of the TMA cores, sample was considered to be homogenous for a given marker and assigned GI of 0. Additionally, vimentin (VIM), E-cadherin, and N-cadherin were stained on large sections of PT and LNM in order to capture signs of EMT activation also within tumor margin. PT and LNM samples were classified as displaying epithelial phenotype when E-cadherin was present and VIM and N-cadherin were absent; mesenchymal phenotype was noted when samples had one of the following: E-cadherin loss or VIM expression or N-cadherin expression. E-cadherin loss and VIM/N-cadherin positivity were defined according to previously published criteria on the same set of samples [@bb0130].

Statistical Analysis {#s0025}
--------------------

Patients' survival was calculated from time of surgery to death or censoring; median follow-up time from the diagnosis was 4.1 years. Kaplan-Meier curves were plotted and compared with the *F* Cox test for survival in two groups; for three-group analysis, *χ*^2^ statistics were used.

For the comparison of the continuous values and clinicopathological data (two groups), nonparametric Mann-Whitney *U* test was used. *P* value less than .05 was considered significant. In contingency tables, *χ*^2^ test was used, with Fisher's exact test where appropriate.

All analyses were performed with Statistica version 12 (StatSoft) software.

Results {#s0030}
=======

CSCs Markers in CTCs, PT, and LNM {#s0035}
---------------------------------

Of the 85 blood samples tested, 23 (27%) had CTCs detected---13/23 (15%) had epithelial phenotype and 10/23 (12%) mesenchymal phenotype. Preamplification was successful for 15/23 (65%) of CTCs samples and allowed for CSCs markers expression analysis. In CTCs, the most highly expressed CSCs markers (analyzed by qPCR) were *ALDH1, NANOG*, and *CD44* (relative median gene expression 94.6, 29 and 57,5, respectively; [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}*A*), whereas median percentage of CSCs markers--positive cells (by IHC) was the highest for NANOG (90%), ALDH1 (2%), and CD44 (2%) in PT and NANOG (70%) and CD44 (1.5%) in LNM. In PT, more ALDH1-positive cells were observed than in LNM (*P* = .005, [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}*B*). It was also the case when only the subset of matched PT-LNM was considered (*N*=56)---median percentage of ALDH1-positive cells was 2% in PT vs 0%. Here the in matched LNM (*P* = .0027; average percentage was 17.6% in PT and 8.8% in LNM) ([Additional file 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S3*A*). For other CSCs markers, percentage of positive cells was similar between PT and LNM both in all samples analyzed ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}*B*) and in the matched set ([Additional file 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S3*A*).

To analyze heterogeneity of CSCs expression within PT and LNM, we selected a group of samples with PT (and their matched LNM) classified as positive for a given marker (at least 10% of positive cells in any of the areas tested on TMA). Here, we observed that PT seeded LNM in which heterogeneity of CSCs markers (measured as GI) was significantly lower---this was the case for CD133, ALDH1, CD44, and OCT-4 ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). As expression of CD133, NANOG, and CD44 (trend) in PT correlated with increased Ki67 in PT ([Additional file 4](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S4), we could infer proliferative advantage of CSCs marker--positive cells, which might facilitate new niches (possibly also LN) colonization.

Comparing populations of CSCs markers--positive cells between two niches, we need to keep in mind that expression of CSCs markers might not be a stable trait, marking population of phenotypically plastic cells. Such plasticity is also seen in cells undergoing EMT process. We therefore asked if EMT (mesenchymal phenotype) is also linked with expression of CSCs markers in PT, LNM, and CTCs in breast cancer patients.Figure 1CSCs markers expression in clinical samples. (A) Relative gene expression level (by qPCR) in CTC-enriched blood fractions. (B) Median percentage of CSCs markers--positive cells (by IHC) in PT and LNM. \**P* \< .05, \*\**P* \< .005 (Mann-Whitney test). Bars correspond to 25-75 percentile; whiskers cover values of nonoutliers. White gaps in bars represent median value.Figure 1Figure 2Heterogeneity of CSCs markers measured by Gini Index in PT and matched LNM. Only positive samples included. In case of ALDH1, OCT-4, CD133, and CD44, heterogeneity was significantly lower in LNM than in PT (*P* = .019, *P* = .028, *P* = .0079, and *P* = .001, respectively; calculated by Mann-Whitney test). Bars correspond to 25-75 percentile; whiskers cover values of nonoutliers. Median values are represented by white gaps in bars. \**P* \< .05, \*\**P* ≤ .008.Figure 2

Expression of CSCs and Proliferation Markers in Relation to EMT Status of CTCs, PT, and LNM {#s0040}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When samples were divided to epithelial- and mesenchymal-like phenotypes (according to criteria mentioned in Methods), we observed significant differences in CSCs markers expression in all three compartments: PT, LNM, and CTCs. However, the expression pattern was not identical among them. In PT, average percentage of OCT-4-- and CD44--positive cells was higher in mesenchymal vs epithelial tumors (median percentage 0% in both groups, average percentage 5.99% vs 0.41% for OCT-4, *P* = .004; for CD44 median percentage 0% vs 5%, average percentage 27.37% vs 12.32%, *P* = .037; [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*A*). ALDH1, NANOG, and CD133 showed no differences in expression. In case of LNM, higher levels of OCT-4 were observed in mesenchymal, than in epithelial LNM (median percentages 2% vs 0%, average percentages 20.71% vs 0.36%, *P* = .001) ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*B*). When only the subset of matched PT and LNM was considered, OCT-4 was higher in mesenchymal PT (*P* = .017) and LNM (*P* = .001) ([Additional file 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S3, *B* and *C*).

Similar to PT and LNM, CTCs of mesenchymal-like phenotype expressed higher levels of *OCT-4* (relative gene expression level 82 vs 13, *P* = .001), *CD44* (73 vs 12, *P* = .007), *ALDH1* (168 vs 54, *P* = .032) and *NANOG* (42 vs 9, *P* = .007) in comparison to epithelial-like CTCs ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Data including healthy donors, in which no CTCs markers expression were detected, are presented in [Additional file 5](#ec0025){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Also, proliferative capacities of PT and LNM were different when subdivided to epithelial and mesenchymal types. Mesenchymal phenotype was characterized by twice as high Ki67 labeling index in comparison to epithelial phenotype (20% vs 10% for PT, *P* = .0019 and 12% vs 6% for LNM, *P* = .04; [Additional file 6](#ec0030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Figure S6, *A* and *B*). Such observation would support more general proliferation-promoting function of EMT (via induction of CSCs phenotype and thus increased proliferation) rather than exclusively associating epithelial phenotype with rapid cycling.

Clinical Significance of EMT and CSCs Markers {#s0045}
---------------------------------------------

Presence of the CTCs in blood of breast cancer patients is described as an unfavorable independent prognostic and predictive factor [@bb0030]. We observed not only that the presence of CTCs is correlated with patients' poor prognosis ([Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}*A*) but also that the phenotype of CTCs could be an important risk factor ([Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}*B*). In our study, patients with mesenchymal-like CTCs had significantly worse prognosis than patients with epithelial-like CTCs, with 5-year survival rates of 60% and 82%, respectively. For patients without detected CTCs, survival rate was 94% (*P* = .0025) ([Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, *A* and *B*).Figure 3Median percentage of CSCs marker--positive cells in primary tumors (A) and lymph node metastases (B) classified as epithelial (E: expression of E-cadherin and lack of VIM and N-cadherin) or mesenchymal (M: E-cadherin loss or expression of VIM and/or N-cadherin) in IHC evaluation. (C) Relative gene expression level (by qPCR) of CSCs markers in CTC-enriched blood fractions classified as epithelial (E: *CK19+/VIM*− and *MGB1+* and/or *HER2+*) or mesenchymal (M: *CK19*−*/VIM+* and *MGB1+* and/or *HER2+*). \**P* \< .05, \*\**P* ≤ .007 (Mann-Whitney test). Bars correspond to 25-75 percentile; whiskers cover values of nonoutliers. Median values are represented by white gaps in bars.Figure 3Figure 4Overall survival probability of breast cancer patients (A) with and without CTCs detected, (B) further subdivided into patients with no CTCs, epithelial or mesenchymal CTCs detected underlining poor prognosis of patients with mesenchymal CTCs; (C) patients with CD44 high and CD44 low expression (division based on median expression level) in CTCs-enriched blood fraction (including samples in which no CTCs markers were detected), (D) patients with NANOG high and NANOG low (division based on median expression level) expression in CTCs-enriched blood fraction (including samples in which no CTCs markers were detected).Figure 4

Relatively low number of samples with CTCs detected precluded assessing prognostic significance of CSCs markers in this subgroup. Therefore, we tested the prognostic impact of CSCs markers in all available CTCs-enriched blood fractions (including samples in which no CTCs markers were detected). High expression (higher than median) of *CD44* was a poor prognostic factor (*P* = .01), with 70% vs 94% survival rates at the end of the follow-up for positive and negative samples, respectively ([Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Similar trend was observed for *NANOG* (*P* = .08) with 74% vs 90% survival rates for positive and negative samples, respectively ([Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}*D*).

In CTCs, a trend was observed towards high expression of *NANOG* (*P* = .06) and *CD44* (*P* = .08) in patients with higher T stage ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, increased expression of CSCs markers in all CTCs-enriched blood fractions (including samples negative for CTCs markers) correlated with worse clinical status. High expression of *NANOG* (*P* = .02) and *CD44* (*P* = .02) in CTCs-enriched blood fractions was observed in patients with lymph node involvement. Moreover, *NANOG* (*P* = .004), *OCT-4* (*P* = .01), and *CD44* (*P* = .002) were higher in tumors of more advanced T stage ([Additional file 7](#ec0035){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S1).

In PT and LNM, high levels of CD133 and CD44 were significantly correlated with lack of ER and PR (*P* \< .01 for all). Furthermore, CD133 in PT and LNM was associated with higher tumor grade (*P* = .007 and *P* = .035, respectively) ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Correlations of CSCs Markers Expression in CTCs and Clinicopathological data of the PatientsTable 2Media Expression (25-75 Percentile)**VariableALDH1*P*NANOG*P*Oct-4*P*CD133*P*CD44*P*Grading***P* = .95*P* = .27*P* = .69*P* = .11*P* = .86 G1-2130 (82.99-178.87)22.92 (15.51-30.33)50.41 (31.14-69.68)17.08 (12.79-21.37)45.04 (35.00-55.08) G3163.20 (92.28-234.12)36.03 (26.71-45.35)76.48 (40.60-112.35)34.55 (24.88-44.22)69.67 (41.72-97.63)**T stage***P* = .34*P* = .06*P* = .14*P* = 1.00*P* = .08 T165.68 (36.69-94.67)8.33 (6.74-9.93)17.84 (13.51-22.17)22.77 (14.77-30.76)20.21 (10.56-29.86) T2-4172.26 (122.11-222.41)35.38 (28.63-42.12)76.47 (53.61-99.33)24.54 (18.18-30.91)67.51 (52.37-82.64)**N stage***P* = .93*P* = .93*P* = 1.00*P* = .80*P* = 1.00 N−126.42 (18.34-234.51)30.11 (8.81-51.42)63.80 (12.57-115.02)15.53 (11.67-19.40)44.27 (12.34-76.20) N+146.52 (102.95-190.08)27.86 (21.53-34.20)60.38 (40.36-80.40)25.38 (19.70-31.06)56.53 (42.53-70.53)**ER status***P* = 1.00*P* = .93*P* = .69*P* = .57*P* = .17 Negative85.32 (68.79-133.19)24.95 (17.05-32.85)35.21 (33.57-36.86)13.55 (1.00-26.11)86.11 (70.46-101.77) Positive152.84 (108.14-197.54)28-66 (21.95-35.37)64.78 (44.17-85.39)25.69 (20.22-31.15)50.09 (36.19-64.00)**PR status***P* = .93*P* = .48*P* = 1.00*P* = .23*P* = .00 Negative101.00 (68.79-133.19)12.91 (8.77-17.05)29.14 (21.42-36.86)35.66 (26.11-45.21)52.53 (3.30-101.77) Positive150.43 (105.58-195.28)30.51 (24.00-37.02)65.71 (45.25-86.18)22.29 (16.78-27.80)55.26 (41.85-68.66)**HER2***P* = .95*P* = .37*P* = .68*P* = .77*P* = .86 Negative159.71 (105.64-213.77)24.46 (17.13-31.80)68.22 (43.72-92.72)24.99 (18.81-31.18)50.20 (39.07-60.73) Positive112.10 (62.38-161.82)35.57 (25.75-45.38)46.07 (21.44-70.70)22.22 (12.83-31.60)64.29 (30.94-97.64)Table 3Correlations of CSCs Markers Expression in PT and Clinicopathological DataTable 3Average Expression (± Standard Error)**VariableALDH1*P*NANOG*P*Oct-4*P*CD133*P*CD44*P*Grading***P* = .80*P* = .26*P* = .32***P* \< .001***P* = .06 G1-218.12 (14.5-21.73)62.88 (57.54-68.23)1.37 (0.79-1.96)0.13 (0.04-0.22)14.09 (10.89-17.30) G313.52 (9.85-17.20)74.87 (69.33-80.42)5.1 (1.95-8.25)5.26 (3.04-7.48)26.36 (20.58-32.14)**T stage***P* = .84*P* = .46*P* = .10*P* = .78*P* = .96 T117.69 (13.21-22.17)68.75 (62.66-74.94)0.98 (0.30-1.66)2.56 (0.97-4.14)18.59 (13.72-23.46) T2-415.63 (12.39-18-87)66.35 (61.11-71.58)4.23 (2.06-6.40)1.60 (0.52-2.67)19.22 (15.35-23.09)**N stage***P* = .35*P* = .43*P* = .71*P* = .45*P* = .20 N−14.72 (11.01-18.44)66.63 (60.62-72.64)1.03 (0.57-1.49)2.41 (0.93-3.4)19.69 (15.4-23.99) N+17.8 (14.06-21.54)68.26 (63.02-73.51)4.34 (2.02-6.66)2 (0.84-3.16)17.96 (13.73-22.18)**ER status***P* = .29*P* = .38*P* = .24***P* \< .001*P* \< .001** Negative21.8 (15.6-28)77.6 (71-84.2)3.76 (0.57-6.95)8.54 (5.13-11.95)40.06 (32.64-47.48) Positive14.63 (11.77-17.48)64.3 (59.58-69.02)2.47 (1.16-3.79)0.07 (0.03-0.11)12.11 (9.28-14.94)**PR status***P* = .06*P* = .15*P* = .16***P* \< .001*P* = .01** Negative21.45 (15.65-27.24)80 (74.07-85.99)4.28 (1.38-7.17)7.36 (4.38-10.35)28.84 (22.23-35.46) Positive14.47 (11.58-17.37)62.89 (58.05-67.73)2.21 (0.88-3.55)0.07 (0.03-0.11)14.92 (11.71-18.14)**HER2***P* = .07*P* = .76*P* = .35*P* = .53*P* = .65 Negative15.06 (12.05-18.07)66.48 (61.77-71.19)3.7 (1.95-5.45)2.95 (1.63-4.27)20.28 (16.47-24.11) Positive20.21 (14.52-25.90)71.43 (64.09-78.77)0.59 (0.2-0.97)0.52 (0.22-0.82)**CTCs***P* = .27*P* = .58*P* = .96*P* = .91*P* = .27 Negative17.71 (14.16-21.25)68.99 (63.74-74.24)2.45 (0.8-4.1)1.05 (0.6-1.5)16.07 (12.46-19.67) Positive12.04 (7.31-16.78)63.26 (54.34-72.18)5.13 (1.48-8.79)2.84 (0.12-5.56)13.57 (7.73-19.40)Table 4Correlations of CSCs Markers Expression in LNM and Clinicopathological DataTable 4Average Expression (± Standard Error)**VariableALDH1*P*NANOG*P*Oct-4*P*CD133*P*CD44*P*Grading***P* = .85*P* = .051***P* = .007*P* = .035***P* = .11 G1-210.16 (5.8-14.51)45 (36.55-53.45)1.48 (0.18-2.78)0.43 (0.1-0.76)9.59 (6.34-12.84) G37.07 (3.58-10.55)72.55 (65.99-79.11)12.11 (5.83-18.39)10.57 (5.06-16.08)32.74 (24.23-41.24)**T stage***P* = .60*P* = .14*P* = .76*P* = .60***P* = .049** T14.36 (0.81-7.90)70.71 (60.95-80.48)4.73 (1.56-7.91)5.33 (0.35-10.32)10.39 (3.32-17.47) T2-410.72 (6.96-14.48)50.58 (43.39-57.77)7.14 (2.94-11.33)3.61 (0.87-6.34)23.21 (17.61-28.82)**ER status***P* = .16***P* = .04***P* = .32***P* \< .001*P* = .003** Negative2.88 (0.39-5.38)77.38 (68.59-86.16)11.54 (3.69-19.39)17.83 (8.63-27.04)42.71 (31.57-53.84) Positive10.78 (7.1-14.45)50.43 (43.53-57.33)4.35 (1.44-7.26)0.54 (0.18-0.90)12.1 (8.14-15.97)**PR status***P* = .27*P* = .64*P* = .15***P* = .003*P* = .009** Negative8.28 (2.15-14.41)61.23 (50.57-71.90)12.33 (5.33-19.33)14.2 (6.65-21.75)34.97 (25.19-44.74) Positive8.99 (5.87-12.10)55.47 (48.43-62.51)3.57 (0.66-6.51)0.62 (0.23-1.01)12.79 (8.55-17.03)**HER2***P* = .11*P* = .87*P* = .78*P* = .83*P* = .43 Negative4.99 (2.70-7.27)59.31 (52.39-66.23)7.78 (3.47-12.04)4.73 (1.84-7.62)17.33 (12.31-22.35) Positive14.22 (7.13-21.3)57 (46-68)3.37 (1.03-5.70)5.2 (0.21-10.19)26.13 (16.90-35.37)**CTCs***P* = .65*P* = .032*P* = .74*P* = .80*P* = .79 Negative9 (4.29-13.71)49.13 (40.71-57.55)6.29 (1.96-10.62)5.33 (1.96-8.71)16.5 (10.53-22.47) Positive6.57 (2.41-10.72)75.36 (65.7-85.01)10.39 (3.06-17.72)6.8 (0.82-12.78)23.67 (14.4-32.93)

In the forward stepwise selection, T stage, lymph node involvement, and CTCs phenotype were included in the multivariate Cox regression analysis. CTCs phenotype (where no CTCs or epithelial CTCs were assigned a hazard ratio of 1) was the only significant variable, with presence of mesenchymal CTCs being related to 5.63 risk of death (CI 1.23-25.86, *P* = .026; [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}).Table 5The Risk of Death of Breast Cancer Patients in Uni- and Multivariate AnalysisTable 5**VariableUnivariate AnalysisMultivariate Analysis**Hazard Ratio95% CI*P* ValueHazard Ratio95% CI*P* ValueGrade1.4010.427-4.591.578not includedT stage2.1830.579-8.231.2490.770.14-4.10.76N stage2.4560.651-9.257.1852.830.52-15.3.23ER status0.8090.214-3.048.753not includedPR status1.7220.372-7.969.487not includedHER2 status0.9690.257-3.652.962not includedCTCs phenotype6.4891.741-24.188**.005**5.631.23-25.86**.026**

Discussion {#s0050}
==========

The consensus view on CSCs portrays them as drivers of tumor growth and regeneration [@bb0155], [@bb0160]. Less acknowledged is the origin of CSCs; whether they are descendants of normal residual CSCs or they arise *de novo* from transformed cancer cells or from non-CSCs following the instructions sent from the microenvironment (CSCs plasticity model) [@bb0165], [@bb0170]. Analysis of CSCs often concentrates on PT, from which CSCs need to disseminate first to initiate metastases. But it is not well known how the profile of CSCs markers changes during disease progression. In the current work, we asked whether differences can be observed in the profile of CSCs markers of tumor cells present in different environments at different stages of metastatic process---in the primary site, metastatic LN, and blood, where CTCs are found. Since microenvironment can influence the population of CSCs, via e.g. induction of EMT, we asked if there is a link between EMT activation and the population of CSCs markers--positive cells.

We observed that PT and LNM showing features of EMT (E-cadherin loss and/or acquisition of vimentin or N-cadherin) have increased proliferation rate. Results of other studies are not clear on that matter. Pro-proliferative effect of EMT inducer TGFβ has been described for cancers like gliomas [@bb0175] and osteosarcomas [@bb0180]; in epithelial cells, EMT is thought to exert antiproliferative effect [@bb0185], [@bb0190], but not influencing metastases initiation potential [@bb0195] due to occurrence of mesenchymal-epithelial transition at the metastatic site, which restores proliferative phenotype [@bb0200]. Technical limitation of our research does not allow to test whether 1) it is the mesenchymal phenotype itself which is related to higher proliferation rate or 2) it is the EMT-linked process, like generation of cells with the stem cell properties, which fuels growth of the tumor. However, the latter explanation is supported by our own results showing enrichment of CSCs markers--expressing cells in samples of mesenchymal phenotype and also by data from other studies revealing that cells after EMT are enriched in tumor-forming abilities [@bb0075], [@bb0205], [@bb0210]. Thus, even transient activation of EMT can increase overall proliferative index of the tumor, by temporarily expanding population of cells with cancer stem cell properties.

Analysis of CSCs markers revealed that they do not present with a universal pattern of expression in cancer cells at different stages of metastatic cascade, which concerned both the expression level and the heterogeneity of expression. In case of ALDH1, LNM showed reduced expression in comparison to PT, whereas in CTCs, *ALDH1* was the highest of all tested CSCs markers. Decreased ALDH1 levels in regional and distant metastases were previously observed in renal cell carcinoma [@bb0215] and colorectal cancer [@bb0220]. In breast cancers, ALDH1 was not shown to be different between PT and LNM [@bb0225]. Since population of ALDH1+ breast CSCs was shown to be controlled by microenvironment [@bb0230], we could speculate that the differences in composition of PT and metastatic LN niches could be one of the factors contributing to the observed difference. Additionally, ALDH1 was the most heterogeneous marker in our analyses (GI for all PT: 0.464). Percentage of ALDH1+ cells within one tumor ranged from 0 to 100% depending on the analyzed area. Therefore, the comparison of ALDH1 levels in PT and its matched LNM is largely dependent on the number of tumor sections/areas analyzed; such prominent heterogeneity should be considered in future studies addressing CSCs markers in breast cancer.

By analyzing EMT markers in the collected samples, we could show that mesenchymal features of PT, LNM, and CTCs correlate with CSCs markers expression, which corroborate the role of EMT in conferring extended malignant phenotype to cancer cells also in nonmetastatic patients [@bb0125], [@bb0235], [@bb0240]. These differences were the most ubiquitous in CTCs, where four CSCs markers (*ALDH1, NANOG, OCT4*, and *CD44*) were elevated in mesenchymal samples. Induction of CD44 and concomitant CSCs phenotype in cells undergoing EMT was previously reported in cell lines, in breast cancer mouse models, and in patient samples [@bb0075], [@bb0140], [@bb0245]. High CD44 expression itself in CTCs-enriched blood fractions was a poor prognostic factor related to decreased overall survival of the patients. However, expression of CD44 was also observed in healthy controls, which may be a consequence of sample contamination with immune cells [@bb0250]. Therefore, expression of CD44 in CTCs requires further investigation due to its potential prognostics values. Interestingly, no difference in survival was observed when CD44 was measured in PT or LNM. However, others showed that CD44 expression in patients with positive lymph nodes or large tumors correlates with decreased disease free survival [@bb0080]. Another CSCs marker, OCT-4, was consistently elevated in all sample types classified as mesenchymal---in PT, LNM, and CTCs. Since correlative results do not allow for inferring causality of events (one of the limitations of our study), we can only presume that OCT-4 and other CSCs markers tested might be linked with EMT, which on mechanistic level was shown by others. In lung carcinoma cells, OCT-4 together with NANOG was inducing EMT, and their double knockdown reverted EMT and blocked the tumorigenic and metastatic ability [@bb0120], [@bb0255]. Beltran et al*.* described generation of tumor-initiating cells with EMT gene signature by transduction of normal breast primary cultures with OCT-4, which generated cells capable to form breast carcinomas in nude mice [@bb0255]. Moreover, OCT-4 expression in hormone-positive breast cancer correlated with poor clinical outcome, aggressive features, and tamoxifen resistance [@bb0260]. In the current work, OCT-4 correlated with more aggressive tumor characteristics when measured in LNM and CTCs-enriched blood fractions but not in PT. Also, mesenchymal phenotype of CTCs was linked with poor prognosis in multivariate analysis, with 5.63 risk of death, in comparison to patients with no CTCs or epithelial CTCs. Thus, overall, prognostic significance of the mesenchymal and CSCs phenotype in the current work was only observed for cancer cells outside of the PT. A similar picture emerges from our previous study in breast cancer patients, where we concluded LNM to be a surrogate marker of the PT metastatic potential [@bb0265]. In the current work we noted that molecular profile of CTCs is clinically more informative than the analysis of PT. Heterogeneity of the tumor mass, which we showed is higher in PT than LNM, might render identification of small malignant clones more challenging in the PT than in LNM or CTCs, which already contain a preselected population of cancer cells, having been capable of passing through selected stages of metastatic cascade. Interestingly, CSCs markers were prognostic when analyzed in CTCs-enriched blood fractions (encompassing also samples negative for CTCs markers). Further studies are required to determine if additional CTCs markers (other than the ones tested in the current work) can be detected in samples with high expression of CSCs markers.

In the IHC analysis of tumor samples, we have observed different staining patterns of the stem cell factors. OCT4 and NANOG transcription factors showed both nuclear and cytoplasmic staining. Though OCT4 is a transcription factor, it can be found in the cytoplasm as a result of nuclear export. Even transient localization of OCT4 in the nucleus can trigger expression of downstream effectors genes [@bb0270]. It was indicated by Plachta et al. that OCT4 kinetics of shifting between nucleus and cytoplasm might be more informative [@bb0275]; however, such dynamic changes cannot be assessed in immunohistochemical analysis. In case of NANOG, cellular localization is still a matter of concern. Some studies indicate nuclear localization [@bb0280]; others find only cytoplasmic staining [@bb0285], [@bb0290] or both nuclear and cytoplasmic [@bb0295]. Cytoplasmic localization of NANOG was also described as a more significant early cancer risk factor than nuclear NANOG in patients with laryngeal precancerous lesions [@bb0300].

For CD133, which is a transmembrane protein, we observed both membrane and cytoplasmic staining. The role of CD133 has not been fully elucidated. Interestingly, it is considered that signaling from cytoplasmic CD133 potentiates prosurvival signals under stress conditions [@bb0305]. Cytoplasmic localization of CD133 was observed in other studies evaluating breast cancer [@bb0310], [@bb0315] and other cancers [@bb0320], [@bb0325].

Due to methodological limitations, we cannot directly compare levels of CSCs markers in PT/LNM and CTCs---CSCs markers in PT and LNM were analyzed using IHC (where proteins in cells of stromal component are not evaluated); in CTCs, analyses were done with qPCR (measuring gene expression in complete sample). Additionally, analyses of gene expression were performed on CTCs-enriched blood fractions, which might be contaminated with components of the blood not removed during sample preparation. However, cutoffs for detection of CTCs markers were based on the expression of these markers in samples from healthy volunteers (described in [@bb0330]).

To summarize, our work underlines the importance of assessing heterogeneity of the CSCs markers since percentage of CSCs markers--positive cells can be vastly different in the same tumor and can change between PT and matched LNM. These differences also point to the significance of molecular characterization of cancer cells outside of the PT, as they might bring additional clinically important information. At last, we showed that CSCs markers expressing cells are enriched in samples with mesenchymal features, possibly explaining the observed poor prognosis of patients with mesenchymal CTCs.
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